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BR24001 DOUBLE SIDED GONDOLA STARTER
Installation Instructions for the Gondola frame assembly.
1. Attach a Foot Bar BR41906 assy. to both sides of the Post
BR46302. Make sure the foot is inserted into the side with the

slots going the full length of the post.
The bottom of the foot leg must fit level with the bottom of the
post.

2. Insert the Bottom Connector Bar BR44806B into the post
with the gap facing up and the hooks facing down. Use the 6th
slot from the bottom. Insert the Top Connector Bar BR44806T
with the gap facing down and the hooks facing down into the
4th slot from the top.
3. Attach another complete post and foot assembly to the
other end.
4. Drop the base deck BR44818 onto the feet by inserting the
side tabs into the slots on the top of the foot bars. Now you
can secure the connector bars by turning the white plastic
thumb levelers to the locked position. Do not do this step
before installation of the base decks or you may experience
difficulty installing the base decks.
5. Insert one of the sign holder bars BR40747 into the 3rd slot
from the top of the post with the gap facing up.
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6. Place two clear sign holder plexi pieces BR44805 into the
bottom bar and then add another sign holder bar with the gap
facing down into the first slot so that the plexi is held in place
between the two.
7. Insert the post cap BR40202 into the top of the posts.
If you are adding additional sections to the starter it is
recommended that you construct all of the frame assemblies
and level them in the desired place before adding the shelf
assemblies.
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